Process Improvement Through Algorithms And Statistical Tools
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**Abstract:** Today, large, medium and small companies face an accelerated development and multiple challenges that test their ability to overcome and permanence. For this reason, Companies which seek to remain in a consumer market must keep in constant change and continuous improvement of their processes, procedures and other internal and external factors that influence the development of products, services and designs. It is remarkable to see how many of these companies have decided to design and implement tools that allow them to maintain control of their processes for better results, which ultimately could translate into the optimization of the processes. This paper shows how algorithms such as ant colony, \(k\)-means and other statistical tools influence and improve the expected results, the research was supported by four phases of development, starting with a diagnosis of the processes to be analyzed and ending with the validation of the tools, whose results show an improvement in the processes.
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**Introduction**

Organizations need to continuously improve their processes and procedures in order to enhance their ability to cope with risk factors, i.e. factors that can affect them negatively or positive factors that represent an opportunity or advantage, which also have a positive impact or influence [1]. In this sense, organizations need to adapt and implement qualitative and quantitative tools that improve their processes, allowing them to better control them. For this purpose, the study focuses on showing how algorithms such as ACO, corresponding to the ant colony algorithm, influence and improve a process, as do tools such as six sigma, control charts or \(k\)-means.

As mentioned above, the ant colony algorithm or as it is known (ACO) is used in this case, performing an application of the same, focused on solving the problem of optimal routing, considering the actual direction of the streets. By implementing the ACO algorithm, it is possible to simulate the place of origin and destination of a user, based on multiple iterations [2].

As a complement, the application of statistical tools to a production process allowed to determine the variation of the process, thus allowing to measure the variables that were outside the company's specification limits, which in turn determined the status of the process. The application of these tools such as six sigma, control charts, sipoc diagrams, made it easier for the company to take preventive and corrective actions on the process. On the other hand, these data were supported by means of the grouping method known as \(k\)-means.

However, there are multiple algorithms and ways to solve optimization problems. Among them are the Taboo Search [3], Simulated Annealing [4], GRASP [5], Genetic Algorithms [6], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [7] and Ant Colony-Based Optimization (ACO) [8] [9], among others [2].

These last two meta-heuristics fall into the category of bio-inspired or artificial life and collective intelligence algorithms, since the potential of these models to solve problems is given by the cooperation between individuals in a
direct or indirect way. Specifically, in the ACO meta-heuristic, cooperation is performed between ants in an indirect way [2].

For the sake of continuity, it is important to understand how each of the tools works. According to Gambardella et al. in [9]. This kind of algorithms are inspired by the real behavior of ants, which always find the shortest path between the place where they live and the food sources, due to the indirect exchange of information through pheromone deposition.

![Image 1: Behavior of the ants](Source: [10])

The ant colony optimization method, also known as ACO, was introduced by Marco Dorigo in early 1990, whose purpose was based on the solution of complex optimization problems [9] [11]. The method belongs to the class of heuristic methods, which correspond to algorithms used to obtain better results to complex problems, considering time as the main variable.

On the other hand, there are tools such as six-sigma. In 1988, Motorola won the Malcolm Baldrige national quality award for the six-sigma tool (SS) [12], due to the results that were evidenced, which increased the level of quality of several products and allowed significant savings of money. By the year 2000, many companies were preparing the initiative with respect to SS and by the year 2003, more than 100,000 million dollars in combined savings had been accounted for because the SS tool became the worldwide standard of quality business practice [13] [14].

Six-Sigma is a tool that reduces variation, improves product quality, reduces waste, significantly improves process performance, aligns employee efforts to organizational objectives, emphasizes measurement and results, promotes the use of statistical analysis, develops focused products, improves market share, and improves customer retention [15].
On the other hand, the grouping method or K-means, as this algorithm is known, was proposed by MacQueen in 1967. This algorithm allows the division and grouping of data in several sets, taking into account the characteristics of the study [17]. In this case, the algorithm was used to look at the dispersion with respect to the weight variable of the product being evaluated, allowing to determine if the variable was within the required specifications.

The purpose of K-means is to separate the exact data in order to group them into different groups, which are known as k-groups. Each group is determined by the average of the points that compose it. For each one of them the Centroid will be found and it is the one that marks or determines if the data belongs or not to that group. The number of groups that are determined depends on the person who is conducting the study [19].
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The research was developed through four main stages, the first stage was supported by qualitative tools that allowed to know the current status of the processes to which the algorithms and statistical tools were going to be applied. During this stage, a survey and evaluation of the processes was also carried out to determine if it was really necessary to apply tools. The second and third stages were supported by the application of the statistical tools and algorithms to the different evaluation processes. The fourth and last stage was the validation of these algorithms, which made it possible to verify that the tools and algorithms really allowed for an improvement in the processes.

Free tools such as NodeJS as JavaScript execution environment, ReactJS as modern web development library, Open Street Maps and the Open Stack, and student Matlab were used for its development [2] [20]. Images (3), (4) show a brief description of the processes:

Mat-Lab (Matrix Lab)

Mat-Lab (Matrix Lab) Laboratory of Matrices

It is a scientific, engineering and mathematical software that has laid the foundation for today's technological and multidisciplinary development. Its development was based on commercial libraries: BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra), LAPACK (Linear Algebra Package), JIT (Just In Time Accelerator), which make algorithms and operations based on matrices and vectors much faster and optimal in execution [2].
Open Street Maps (Freeware)

OpenStreetMap (also known as OSM) is a collaborative project to create free, editable maps. Instead of the map itself, the data generated by the project is considered its main output.

In this software, maps are created using geographic information captured from mobile GPS devices, orthophotographs and other free sources.

Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm

The ACO algorithm includes the evaporation mechanism, to decrease the value of all pheromones and avoid accumulation on any component. There are also mechanisms to perform centralized actions, such as local optimization procedures [2].

\[
p_{xy} = \frac{(\tau_{xy})^{\eta_{xy}}}{\sum(\tau_{xy})^{\eta_{xy}}} \tag{1}
\]

**Equation 1. The probability of selecting a path**

\[
\tau_{xy} \leftarrow (1 - \rho)\tau_{xy} + \sum \tau_{xy} \tag{2}
\]

**Equation 2. The quantity of pheromones**

\[
\Delta \tau_{xy} = \begin{cases} Q/L & \text{If the ant traveled the path } xy \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

**Equation 3. Pheromone contribution of each ant**

Where, \(p_{xy}\) is the probability of selecting a path from \(x\) to \(y\) (1)

\(\tau\) is the pheromone per ant,
\(\eta\) is the visibility which in another word is the inverse of the length of a path from \(x\) to \(y\),
\(\tau_{xy}\) is the amount of pheromone per ant and \(\rho\) is the frequency of operation (2),
\(\Delta \tau_{xy}\) the pheromone contribution of each ant (3),
\(Q\) is the learning parameter, usually equal to 1 (3), and
\(L\) is the path cost per ant learning parameter, usually equal to 1 (3).

K-means algorithm

The basic description corresponding to the method states: Objects are represented by d-dimensional real vectors \((x_1,x_2,...,x_n)\) and the k-means algorithm constructs \(k\) groups where the sum of distances of objects, within each group \(S = \{S_1,S_2,...,S_k\}S = \{S_1,S_2,...,S_k\}\), to their centroid is minimized.
Equation 4. K-means Algorithm

Source: [22]

where S is the data set whose elements are the objects xj represented by vectors, where each of its elements represents a characteristic or attribute. There will be k groups or clusters with its corresponding centroid μi.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In a practical way, the following steps were stipulated for the elaboration of the algorithm in M language:

1. Label each marker and obtain its geographic coordinate (latitude and longitude).
2. Determine the possible paths between markers.
3. Define paths and list them.
4. Calculate distances between listed paths with the haversine formula.
5. Indicate the start and end of each path.
6. Drop the ants on the map.
7. Iterate until all the thrown ants arrive from the origin to the destination.
8. Measure the costs of the path traveled by each ant.
9. Make the collective contribution of pheromones according to the number of times that each path was traveled or not by each ant.
10. Iterate cyclically until the lowest possible cost of all the paths is obtained, making the pheromone contribution in each cycle

Visualization on maps

For the visualization of the map, the openStreetMaps provided by MapBox was used since it provides a query API for web browsers. Using the ReactJS library, the map visualization interface was programmed by creating a custom hook that optimizes the loading of the maps, the geographic coordinates and additionally the location of the munchers. The following is a part of the hook code used to optimize the map utilization:

```javascript
import { useRef, useState, useEffect, useCallback } from 'react';
import mapboxgl from 'mapbox-gl';
import { v4 } from 'uuid';
import { Subject } from 'rxjs';
```
The function previously created in Matlab for the ACO algorithm was migrated to Javascript language in order to be used as a function in the web browser. Some native Matlab functions had to be implemented to make the algorithm execution identical. Finally, the validation tests performed contain the start node, the end node, the blocking of a street to search for an alternate route, the visualization of the route on the map and finally the comparison with Google Maps. Each test was carried out with 8 ants with an operating frequency of $\rho = 0.01$, learning parameter $Q = 1$, and finally proving to be of great use in route planning.

Finally, the result of the application of the K-means algorithm to the selected process is shown. In this case, the algorithm was worked with the variable weight, in the Matlab, one of the obtained results was the following
The centroids in this case were 4 because the 4 production molds were taken as reference, 80 values were taken, corresponding to 80 study units. Now 4 points were found, each point representing a centroid, and next to each point the other points closest to the corresponding weights are located. Although the algorithm works with more variables and is very useful for grouping data, in this study the purpose was to check if the algorithm could identify variability in the process, which was correct.

CONCLUSIONS

- Statistical tools and other tools allow to know the of a process, which is very useful when applying corrections to those failures or causes weaknesses. The use of these tools extends to all organizations that want to know, optimize or improve processes.

- Although many companies do not use this type of tools, it was possible to verify the great utility that they could have, being such that their use could improve the results with respect to a process or a procedure, this being the basis for optimization and making possible to obtain better results.

- The ant colony algorithm for the purpose of optimizing transport logistics processes of any nature is a very useful tool if it is combined with modern tools and even mobile applications.
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